Using numerical simulations of thermally induced mode coupling we show how the instability threshold can be substantially reduced if the pump or injected signal is modulated in the kHz range. We also show how the mode coupling gain varies with the frequency offset of the parasitic mode. We model thresholds when the source of detuned light is quantum background, amplitude modulation of the pump power, and amplitude modulation of the signal seed. We suggest several key experimental and modeling tests of our model.
Introduction
In attempts to scale fiber amplifiers to high power, maximizing the modal area has been an effective way to suppress nonlinearities such as stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering. Due to practical limitations on refractive index control, large mode area fibers typically support several transverse modes, and this makes them susceptible to a modal instability in which some of the light propagating in the desired LP 01 mode is transferred into mode LP 11 . According to several reports [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , this modal instability has a threshold-like behavior, with the threshold falling in the range from a few hundred to a few thousand watts of signal power, depending on fiber parameters. Further, the threshold is said to be sensitive to operating conditions [6] .
In an earlier paper [7] we applied to this problem a method often used to study physical instabilities. We constructed a numerical model of the amplifier and used it to first find an equilibrium solution which, in our case, is a set of signal and pump optical fields defined along the length of the fiber. Then we introduced small perturbations to the signal equilibrium state at the input to the fiber and reran the model to determine whether those permutations grew or decayed exponentially as the light propagated through the amplifier. Based on simple physical arguments we suggested one perturbation that promised to explain the observed modal instability. Numerical modeling showed a small amount of light in the LP 11 mode, detuned to the red by ∆ν ≈ 1 kHz from the strong signal light in LP 01 , would be exponentially amplified to threshold. In this paper we will indicate this red shifted mode by adding a prime, as LP ′ 11 . At threshold a small change in the input signal or pump power leads to a large change in the ratio of output powers in the LP 01 and LP ′ 11 modes. This raises the important question of the origin of the LP ′ 11 seed light, and whether its strength is sensitive to operating conditions. Here we present a detailed discussion of this question, showing how our model can account for observed threshold powers as well as a sensitivity to operating conditions. Because our concern is coherent beam combining, we define threshold as 5% of the output signal in higher order modes, this being the usual limit set for beam combining systems. In this paper we do not model behavior above this threshold, although our model is capable of that in many cases. We will also briefly compare our model with similar models published recently by other authors [4, 6] . Finally, we will suggest straightforward experiments that can critically test our proposed mode coupling mechanism and our model.
Our previous model [7] demonstrated exponential gain of LP ′ 11 and allowed us to estimate thresholds, but it was too slow to permit the full length integrations that are needed to explore in detail the performance near, and especially slightly above the instability threshold. We have since greatly increased its speed so we can now perform the desired full length fiber computations. Here we present details of our improved model along with some key modeling results showing dependence of the threshold on operating conditions -namely on modulation of the input signal seed, modulation of the pump, and accidental launch of signal seed light into mode LP 11 . These factors can act to initially populate LP ′ 11 , and our model can make quantitative predictions of the resulting threshold reductions.
Mode coupling mechanism
We briefly review the gain mechanism built into our model. The LP 01 and LP ′ 11 modes interfere to produce an irradiance grating that moves along the fiber with a velocity proportional to ∆ν, the frequency detuning between them. This irradiance grating creates a moving temperature grating which in turn produces a moving refractive index grating via the thermo optic effect. The temperature and index gratings have a phase lag relative to the irradiance grating because of the time lag introduced by thermal diffusion. The moving, phase-shifted index grating couples light from the strong LP 01 mode into the weak LP ′ 11 mode. This mode coupling mechanism is a form of stimulated (near) forward thermal Rayleigh scattering. It is categorized as such because it involves a diffusive temperature wave rather than a propagating wave such as the acoustic wave in stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), and it does not involve a material resonance like stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [8] . However, like SBS or SRS it can produce the large exponential gain usually associated with a sharp threshold. Like other stimulated Rayleigh processes, the one we propose has a dispersion-like gain profile centered at zero offset frequency [8, 9] . The time scale, and thus the inverse of the frequency offset at maximum gain, is approximated by the thermal diffusion time across the core radius, (r 2 ρC/K) where r is the radius, ρ the density, C the specific heat, and K the thermal conductivity. For typical fiber amplifiers this time falls in the range 0.3-3 ms. An approximate semi-analytic version of this model was recently published by Hansen et al [10] . They illustrated the variation of gain with frequency offset for several fiber designs, and also estimated the instability thresholds.
One perhaps subtle point is that the signal spectrum can be broad compared with the 1 kHz scale frequency shifts incorporated into our model. In fact most signal seeds will be much broader than 1 kHz, for example when the signal consists of a train of short pulses or when it is cw light that is phase modulated to suppress SBS. The important point is that any signal spectrum, broad or narrow, will be shifted in its entirety by approximately 1 kHz when it scatters from the moving index grating. Further, interference between a broad signal spectrum and its frequency shifted replica will produce the strong mode beats responsible for creating the moving temperature gratings. Therefore, spectrally broad signals behave exactly like single frequency signals in those respects that matter to our model. If the two replicas acquire a time offset comparable to their inverse line width due to differing group velocities for the two modes, the interference will weaken. Mode dispersion delays are on the order of 1 ps/m so the line width limit is in the range of several hundred GHz, much broader than the line width limit imposed by coherent beam combining. Hence our model simulates equally well both narrow and broad signal spectra, provided they are frequency shifted and have limited line widths.
Model details
The methods we use for this paper are conceptually identical to those described earlier [7] . We use a fast Fourier transform (FFT) beam propagation method (BPM) [11, 12] in order to make the model as general as possible. This allows us to include a wide variety of physical effects. For example, it automatically includes all transverse modes, and it accounts for all thermal lensing. The split-step propagation procedure first updates the time varying optical field, which includes all frequency components and all modes, by adding the time dependent propagation phases due to the guiding index step and due to the thermo optic phase computed from the transverse, time varying temperature profile. The laser gain or loss is also added to the fields in this part of the split step. In the second part of the split step each time slice of the wave is propagated by Fourier transforming the field, adding the appropriate propagation phases, and performing the reverse Fourier transformation. At each z location we solve the time-dependent temperature equation over one beat cycle of duration 1/∆ν. The heat Q(x, y,t) at each location is computed by finding the absorbed pump power from the steady state solutions to the population/gain equations. The resulting time-dependent temperature profile is converted to a time-dependent refractive index change ∆n(x, y,t) by multiplying by the thermo optic coefficient. This index change is used in the beam propagation integration. When we analyze the signal field into modes for each time slice we use the low power modes as the basis set. The time varying amplitude of each mode is further analyzed into frequencies (0, ±∆ν, ±2∆ν, ...) by Fourier transformation. This model can accommodate mode-specific losses due to leakage from the core or due to scattering. It can also include heating due to photo darkening or other types of absorption, but they are not included here.
In computing the laser gain and the deposited heat we use the steady state solution for the upper state population fraction
to find the heat deposition due to pump absorption
The σ s are absorption and emission cross sections for the pump and signal, ν p and ν s are the pump and signal optical frequencies, I s (x, y,t) and I p (x, y,t) are irradiances, and τ is the upper state lifetime. The two dimensional heat equation
is solved numerically to find T (x, y,t). We make certain approximations for the sake of computational speed. As mentioned, we use a steady-state population/heating model in which the population instantaneously follows the local signal and pump irradiances. We justify this by noting that at the power levels of interest the effective lifetime of the upper state Yb 3+ ions is in the range of 10 µs, which is much shorter than the 1 ms beat times of interest. We also compute the temperature in two dimensions rather than three. This means we cannot account for longitudinal heat flow, but we believe this is a small effect. Additionally, we place the thermal boundary approximately two core diameters from the core center rather than at the actual fiber edge. We justify this placement by noting that moving the thermal boundary out by a factor of three does not change our model results significantly but slows the model by a large factor. We also set the temperature rise at the boundary to zero. In reality, thermal transport from this boundary to the physical boundary results in a temperature rise at the model boundary, and this adds a nearly uniform temperature rise in the vicinity of the core. Such a uniform rise would affect neither thermal lensing nor mode coupling directly, but it could still have a small influence on amplifier performance because the Yb 3+ absorption and emission cross sections as well as the upper state lifetime change slightly with temperature over the range of interest [13, 14] . The absorption and emission cross sections at 1064 nm are relatively insensitive to temperature. However, the pump cross sections at 976 nm fall by 10-20% over 0-400 • C, and the lifetime falls by 10% over 0-400 • C, and much faster above 500 • C. Temperature dependent cross sections and lifetimes could be included in our model, but presently they are not.
In our previous model we integrated the temperature equation in time using an explicit integration method. The time step required for convergence was short, making the model slow. We have since implemented an alternating direction implicit (ADI) method [15] , and also a steady-periodic Green's function (GF) method [10, 16] , both of which allow larger time steps and provide integration times of a few hours per meter of fiber. The ADI method has the advantage that any signal and pump input modulations can be used. The GF is faster but requires steady-periodic behavior. Some mathematical details of the two new methods are presented in the Appendices. Mode coupling gains computed using these two methods agree within 1%.
Using the ADI method
In the results presented here based on computations using the ADI method we use a single cycle of the time-dependent heating. We string together copies of the heat cycle to make a periodic time sequence containing many cycles. This is used as the heat term in the ADI computation. We then run the ADI integration until there is negligible change in the temperature response from one cycle to the next, and we keep the results for the last cycle. This guarantees a steadyperiodic response is being modeled. This allows periodic modulation of the signal and pump inputs with frequency components (0, ∆ν, 2∆ν, ...). If desired, this method can also be used to study transient effects that follow sudden changes in the injected signal or pump light. In such cases we would not enforce the periodicity or stability criteria.
Using the Green's function method
Unlike the ADI method, the Green's function method is restricted to steady-periodic heating. As described in Appendix B, Green's functions are calculated for sinusoidal heating at frequencies ω m = 2π(0, ∆ν, 2∆ν, ...). In applying this method, the heat at each grid point is analyzed into frequency, amplitude, and phase, and the appropriate Green's function is used to find the 2D temperature response. This is repeated at all desired frequencies for all heated (all Yb 3+ -doped) grid points. Because mode coupling is directly driven predominantly by the component of temperature oscillations at frequency 1∆ν, usually the threshold computations can be performed using only the zero frequency Green's function to account for thermal lensing, plus the 1∆ν Green's function to handle mode coupling. For computations of above threshold behavior it is sometimes necessary to include additional, higher frequency Green's Functions.
Gain spectrum
We have mentioned that the gain of a stimulated Rayleigh process such as we propose is expected to have a dispersion-like gain profile. Figure 1 illustrates this with gains we compute using the Green's function method for a co-pumped amplifier with 30 µm core diameter. Further details of this amplifier are given in [7] except here we use 1 kW of pump and compute the gains over 15 mode beat lengths at the input end of the amplifier. These curves show the total gain of LP ′ 11 including laser gain and mode coupling gain. The laser gain, which accounts for the gain at zero frequency shift, is relatively small compared with the peak mode coupling gain. The shape of the gain curve changes with z position due to evolving gain saturation effects and due to thermal lensing. However, the exact details of the fiber are not important here as our point is to illustrate a typical dispersion-like gain profile, demonstrating gain on the Stokes side and loss on the anti-Stokes side. Note that in this example the mode coupling gain of LP ′ 11 is approximately twice that of LP ′ 02 . In fact, we find the LP ′ 11 gain is generally greater than that of any other mode, explaining why, to our knowledge, LP ′ 11 is the intruding mode that is always observed in the laboratory. for the amplifier design studied in [7] . The detuning ∆ν is the frequency shift of the mode of interest relative to the strong driving mode LP 01 .
Model parameters
The parameters we used in the modeling presented below are chosen to be nearly equal to those used by Ward et al [4] , and are listed in Table 1 . The spatial grid is 64 × 64, the time cycle is gridded into 64 points, and the propagation step is 6 µm. Unlike Ward et al [4] we make the doping diameter equal to the core diameter, and we shorten the fiber to 0.8 m because there is little gain in the first half of their 1.6 m version. 11 that is required to reach threshold depends on the power in that mode early in the fiber, and this can vary with operating conditions. In our previous paper we did not discuss in detail the source of the initial light. Here we consider four possible sources.
Quantum noise
One possibility is that LP ′ 11 is populated solely by quantum noise. If this noise is added at the input to the final amplifier stage, this would give the lowest possible starting level and thus the highest possible instability threshold. Quantum noise provides approximately one photon per beat cycle, corresponding to a power of (hν∆ν) which, for a 1 kHz offset and linewidth, is approximately 2 × 10 −16 W. We use 10 −16 W in simulations aimed at finding this highest possible instability threshold.
In practice the laser and preamplifiers supplying the signal seed will almost certainly have a higher noise level than this, in which case the threshold will be somewhat lower. Some of the noisy signal input will find its way into LP 11 either through imperfect mode matching or through scattering at fiber imperfections. The amount of light injected into LP ′ 11 , and thus the threshold, will be sensitive to the level of seed noise and to the launch conditions.
Spontaneous thermal Rayleigh scattering
A second possible source of LP ′ 11 seed light is thermally induced fluctuations in the refractive index near the input end of the amplifier. Such fluctuations could scatter light from LP 01 or LP 11 into LP ′ 11 . This is a type of spontaneous thermal Rayleigh scattering. However, based on measured attenuations of less than 1 dB/km for temperature independent Rayleigh scattering, combined with the fact that a temperature dependent contribution is unobservable in the background of the temperature independent part [17], we estimate that this process provides at most only slightly more seed light than does quantum noise. A signature of this contribution would be a reduction in the threshold with an increase in the temperature of the signal input end of the amplifier.
Pump modulation
A third possible source of LP ′ 11 seed light, and one we think may dominate, is pump modulation. If the pump light is slightly amplitude or spectrum modulated in the 1 kHz band, and if the signal is launched with a fraction of its power in LP 11 at the fiber input, gain modulation of the signal due to the pump modulation produces frequency side bands on the signal, including the portion in LP 11 . Two symmetric frequency sidebands are created. The blue shifted one creates an optical interference and temperature wave that moves upstream; the red shifted one creates an optical interference and temperature wave that moves downstream. Each sideband interacts strongly only with the temperature wave that co-travels with its interference wave. The phase shift between the temperature wave and the optical interference wave is opposite for the two sidebands, leading to amplification for the red shifted sideband (LP ′ 11 ) and deamplification for the blue shifted sideband as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The threshold would thus be reduced in proportion to the degree of pump modulation and in proportion to the power inadvertently launched into or scattered into LP 11 .
Signal modulation
Similarly, if the injected signal is slightly amplitude or phase modulated with a side band in the -1 kHz range at input to the fiber, the side band on the fraction that is inadvertently injected into LP 11 will populate LP ′ 11 . The strong carrier light in LP 01 will act as the pump for the weak LP ′ 11 light, as usual, again leading to a reduced threshold.
Threshold calculations
As stated above, we use 5% in higher order modes as the threshold criterion of modal instability. We first varied the frequency offset to find that the maximum mode coupling gain occurs near ∆ν = −525 Hz, and we use this frequency offset in all subsequent threshold computations. We perform multiple simulations to accurately determine the threshold powers. The signal light is launched with the profile of the low power modes rather than the slightly thermally lensed modes. The propagating and output light is analyzed into low power modes as well. The following calculations illustrate how the threshold is strongly influenced by the source of the LP ′ 11 light, whether it is from quantum noise, pump amplitude modulation, or signal amplitude modulation. Figure 2 shows model results when quantum noise is used as the seed to the amplifier specified in Figure 3 shows modal powers at threshold when the pump is sinusoidally amplitude modulated at 300 parts per million peak-to-peak at 525 Hz. The total signal input is again 50 W, but 250 mW of that is in LP 11 with 49.75 W in LP 01 . The pump input power at threshold is reduced from 353 W to 288 W with 2.3 W unabsorbed pump. The total signal output is reduced from 356 W to 302 W with 12 W in LP ′ 11 . As Fig. 3 shows, LP ′ 11 is quickly populated to a power of approximately 10 −12 W as a side band of LP 11 due to gain modulation. This is much larger than the 10 −16 W used to simulate quantum noise, so the threshold is reduced. Obviously, larger pump modulations would lead to yet lower thresholds. The blue shifted LP 11 light is also continuously created by gain modulation, but it is simultaneously deamplified by mode coupling. Consequently, this mode remains at least 10 6 times weaker than LP ′ 11 . We think the kink in the LP ′ 11 curve is due to two interfering contributions to the LP ′ 11 power increments; one contribution is from mode coupling gain that transfers power from LP 01 , the other is from pump modulation induced transfer from LP 11 . The rapid oscillations evident in some curves of 
Quantum noise

Pump modulation
Signal modulation
The case of signal amplitude modulation without pump input modulation is difficult to model precisely since modulation of the signal induces modulation of the pump. Because we integrate from the pump output end to the pump input end we must precompensate by specifying the pump output modulation that will lead to an unmodulated input. We have not succeeded in perfect precompensation but we have come close. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The input signal is sinusoidally amplitude modulated at 30 parts per million peak-to-peak. In this simulation we apply this amplitude modulation to the input light of both the 49.75 W in LP 01 and the 0.25 W in LP 11 . The AM sideband of LP 11 forms the 10 −12 W input LP ′ 11 which is amplified to threshold by the carrier LP 01 light. We find the threshold signal output power is 275 W total, with 5.1 W in LP ′ 11 , corresponding to a pump input power of 257 W and output power of 1.4 W. This is a large reduction from the 353 W pump threshold for quantum noise alone.
Comparison with measured thresholds
We have computed the highest threshold for one particular amplifier, as well as demonstrating that substantial threshold reductions can be caused by the introduction of light into LP ′ 11 by modulating the pump or the signal seed, in combination with a slight population of LP 11 . It is interesting to compare these results with some reported measured thresholds.
Several experimental studies have reported instability threshold powers. They seem to fall in the range 100-300 W for amplifiers ≈ 1 m long with core diameters of 40 µm or greater [1, 18, 19] , and in the range 500-1500 W for ≈ 10 m long amplifiers with core diameters less than 40 µm [1, 20] . The thresholds computed above for one example of a short, large diameter fiber ranged from 275 to 350 W of signal, in reasonable agreement with the measured values. Furthermore, the model qualitatively matches the observation of sharp power thresholds [1, 4] . An increase of 10% in pump power is usually sufficient to fully switch the output signal from LP 01 to LP ′ 11 . Experiments have also measured the modulation frequency of the modal powers in amplifiers operated slightly above threshold [18, 21] . The oscillation frequencies were approximately 500 Hz for a fiber with mode field diameter of 75 µm and approximately 2 kHz for a fiber with mode field diameter of 29 µm. Ward et al [4] report an oscillation frequency of 2 kHz for a fiber with a mode field diameter of 30 µm. This trend is in accord with our model, and the values are quite close to the values predicted by the model. The oscillations also have measured spectral widths in reasonable agreement with the gain bandwidths given by our model. The measured trend of reduced threshold in the presence of a small amount of photo darkening [22] is also matched qualitatively by our model, although we do not present those results here.
Our model results account for LP ′ 11 having the lowest threshold, in agreement with the universal observation of only LP 01 and LP 11 above threshold. Finally, we have explained how instability thresholds can be sensitive to the operating conditions, specifically pump or signal modulations combined with slight initial population of LP 11 .
Suggested experiments
Here we propose some critical experimental tests of the gain mechanism and of our model.
Look for frequency shifts
The most direct way to look for the frequency shifts that are essential to our model is to study in detail the behavior of the output beam near the modulation instability threshold. One could look at the output beam simultaneously at two symmetric locations along the line of symmetry. They could be positioned near the peak irradiance points of the LP 11 mode. The pump power should be turned up gradually until mode distortion is barely noticeable. Out-of-phase amplitude modulation would indicate beating between frequency offset modes with even and odd symmetry in the plane of the detectors -presumably modes LP 01 and LP ′ 11 . This measurement should determine whether or not LP ′ 11 is present. Similar experiments have been performed using a single detector, and they showed sinusoidal modulation [4] . Better documentation, including a thorough catalog of fiber parameters and detector placement and aperture, plus detection with dual detectors would be an important improvement.
Measure/modify the pump modulation
As we illustrated above, a small amount of pump modulation could significantly reduce the instability threshold. One could measure the degree of pump power modulation in the 1 kHz band. To see whether this is an important contributor, the pump power could be deliberately modulated. One could also alter the position of the seed beam to vary the fraction injected into LP 11 as a further test of this idea. If power modulation is found to affect the threshold, the modulation frequency could be varied to map the instability threshold and the mode coupling gain.
It may be that pump spectral modulation rather than power modulation is important. In that case one could look for fluorescence modulation to determine whether pump modulation near 1 kHz is significant.
Measure/modify the signal modulation
We also described how a small sideband on the injected signal, combined with inadvertent seeding of LP 11 will lead to the population and amplification of LP ′ 11 . One could look for amplitude or phase modulation of the signal before injection, or one could deliberately add such modulation, to test this possibility. Tuning the modulation frequency would map the gain line shape.
Numerical experiments
The light transit time through the amplifier is much shorter than the mode beat time so the order of integration in our model (t then z) can be reversed. Rather than integrating over the full t range followed by stepping in z, one could integrate over the full z range followed by stepping in t. Use of this reversed order has the advantage that the heat diffusion equation can be integrated in three dimensions rather than two dimensions as we have done. This would make it possible to test whether longitudinal heat flow has any impact on mode instability. Two recent papers [4, 6] described such a model. The physics included in those models is nearly identical to that in our model. However, they were applied only to studies of transient mode coupling following abrupt turn on of the pump [6] or abrupt changes to the seed light [4] . Applying them to a case with a steady-periodic perturbation would allow a test of the role of longitudinal heat flow in the instability mechanism we are touting.
Conclusions
We have presented a detailed model of mode instability that is capable of predicting modulation frequencies and threshold powers for step index fibers. Replacing the FFT-based BPM with a more general BPM would make the model suitable for accurate modeling of photonic crystal fibers as well. The model predictions in every case that we are aware of match qualitatively the laboratory results. Unfortunately, detailed quantitative comparisons are hampered by incomplete documentation of the experiments. We hope that in the future a more thorough catalog of fiber parameters will be included, and that this standard will be applied to numerical models as well.
In this study we used narrow linewidth perturbations to compute the gain spectrum. The chosen frequency offsets were those giving the highest gain. In the laboratory, the width of the gain profile will depend on the nature of the input signal and pump light. If the source of LP ′ 11 is quantum noise, the Stokes spectrum should be broad. If it is pump or signal modulation the Stokes spectrum will reflect the relevant modulation spectrum. By showing how small amounts of modulation of the pump or the signal seed can substantially reduce the instability threshold we hope to motivate measurements of such modulations and studies of their influence on thresholds. If such modulations are present, the path to maximizing thresholds is clearly their minimization.
Although our model has been successful in qualitative comparison with experiments, stronger confirmation is desired. We suggested key experiments to test the model. If it is validated, we can proceed with parametric studies to learn how to best suppress the mode instability while still combating other nonlinearities such as SBS and SRS. This will require further speed up of the model. We anticipate that the Green's function approach in particular can made much faster using a computer with a large number of processors in place of our single processor model.
Appendix A: ADI method
ADI is short for alternating direction implicit. This method is outlined in Numerical Recipes [15] , and we present our implementation here. In this method the temperature is updated over ∆t in two steps of ∆t/2 each. The temperature on the boundary is maintained at zero, so we operate on the (N x − 2) × (N y − 2) interior points of the T grid. In the first half-step we use explicit integration in the y−direction and implicit integration in the x−direction. This yields the first half-step difference equation 
where A x is the (N x − 2) × (N x − 2) tridiagonal matrix with diagonal elements (1 + λ x ) and offdiagonal elements −λ x /2, and B y is the (N y − 2) × (N y − 2) tridiagonal matrix with diagonal elements (1 − λ y ) and off-diagonal elements λ y /2, where
The second half-step in time reverses the implicit/explicit order to yield a similar difference equation, 
where A y and B x are the same as above except redimensioned as appropriate, and with λ x and λ y exchanged.
Combining these two half-step equations gives the expression used to update the temperature over the full time step 
We find Q t+∆t/4 and Q t+3∆t/4 from the heats at t and t + ∆t by linear interpolation.
Appendix B: GF method
The idea of the Green's function method is that the two-dimensional (x, y) temperature profile due to one unit of heat at a chosen grid point (x ′ , y ′ ) can be computed once for (x ′ , y ′ ) point and used repeatedly with the proper weighting and phase throughout the integration. The temperature profile due to an actual heating profile is constructed by summing the properly weighted and phased Green's function values from all heated grid points. This procedure can be implemented in two dimensions for steady state heating, but also for steady-periodic heating [16] where the heat at each grid point oscillates with a frequency ω, phase φ , and amplitude Q. The steady-periodic Green's function for a clamped temperature (T = 0) on the (0 = y = W ) and (0 = x = L) boundaries is [16] G(x, y, ω|x
where
